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Hello darlings 

It is day 81 of Snippets of Encouragement, and today I want to pick up on what I 

shared with you yesterday about healing our anger. 

While we all have great intentions and want immediately to release emotions that 

do not serve us, we are still human and often find ourselves struggling. Many times 

we hope for a miracle that our decision of today will miraculously be a new way of 

being, but this is not the case. 

As with everything in life, forming a habit often takes time. It took time to create 

the behaviour and it takes time rewire our brains to change behaviours. 

The same is true for dealing with our emotional landscapes. Just when we make 

the decision not to let someone else piss on our parade, whalla they come along 

and do exactly that and upset our little apple cart.  

Today I want to encourage you not to 

look back in anger, nor forward in fear, 

but look around in awareness. 

It is so easy to become bogged down 

with regret and anger about the past. 

Sometimes the past is like those huge 

super storms you’ve watched from the 

comfort of your sofa. You know the ones 

where those crazy storm chasers are 

driving hell bent to escape the monster 

on their tail. In the rear view mirror the 

storm seems to have a gapping monster 

mouth that consumes everything in its 

wake. It does not slow down and can 

easily veer left of right to catch them unawares. Those storm chasers are powerless 

against the power of that storm and should it catch them, that’s their end. 

This is how the past can be in our lives, chasing us, wanting to consume us, 

preventing us from moving forward. Sadly, we often become caught in the vortex 

of our past and cannot get out of it.  

If we live in an angry past, we will never experience a joyful present. The two are 

simply not congruent with one another. Sure, we may have moments of joy but it 

won’t be our natural default emotion.  

The future can also be fearful especially when you give it more value than it 

deserves. Having fear of the future is like the bogeyman in the cupboard… the 

possibility exists that he may be real, but the probability of ever discovering the 

truth is zero. Fearing something that does not yet exist is creating a negative 

energy around a potentially wonderful experience. 
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We fear the future with our worries, hopelessness, and lack of faith. Instead of using 

our gorgeous imagination to create masterpieces of joy and abundance, we turn 

our powerful mind to creating the opposite of what we desire. 

The truth is simple. It is very easy to stagnate in anger and fear. You simply need to 

look around you to see how dominant these emotions are the world over. The 

challenge is for each of us to remain vigilant and aware with ourselves. Remain 

aware how we are thinking, how we are feeling, what we are upholding to be 

true. Don’t accept something as truth because it’s always been so. As your 

consciousness expands and as you want more light, love and joy in your life ask 

yourself the difficult questions and wait for the answers. Be aware of how far you 

have come and hold onto the hope and assurance that you have the strength to 

go the distance.  

Don’t look back in anger and don’t look forward in fear but look around you in 

awareness making choices that align with your highest vibration. 

If you haven’t listened to Day 80 of snippets of encouragement, please do   

If you’ve enjoyed reading this snippet of encouragement there are three things 

you can do. SHARE it with a friend. ENCOURAGE another person today. SIGN UP 

using http://eepurl.com/dIt8Fj to receive the Snippets live to your inbox each day. 

 

 


